I was inspired by Will's vision and plans for the
Mayor's Youth Council. What an honor to be invited
to work alongside them. I'm excited to learn about
their program, Youth Lead the Change - where
youth get to decide how to spend a million dollars of
the City's budget.

My Journey of Becoming a Leader
by Alexis Diaz
It was great to travel to Boston again to be with
Commissioner Will Morales. He was inspired by our
video from our first visit in August with Jan Carlos
Rivera. He was impressed to hear about our
community service project to welcome new Puerto
Ricans after Hurricane Maria. As a fellow Puerto
Rican, he is the highest ranking Latino in Boston. He
liked our new Holyoke T-shirt - symbolically
bringing our message of light from Holyoke to others.

It was awesome to meet with Representative Aaron
Vega at his offices at the Massachusetts State Capitol.
We had a wonderful conversation about moving
forward with my goals. We thanked him for his
early support for the Sustainable Holyoke Youth
Leadership Initiative. Thanks to him, we've had
great opportunities to learn about what it means to a
leader. He was happy to hear of Will's invitation for
our Holyoke youth to work alongside his Boston
youth to become leaders. He offered to meet with us
when we travel to Boston. Meeting Rep. Vega in his
Boston office captivated me. It made me think about
how anything is possible if you work for it.

Spending my afternoon in Boston surrounded by
movement and big changes made me feel like I’m a
part of something big! I’m excited to work alongside
Will and his people up in Boston. This trip inspired
me to stay focused, keep making positive change and
inspire other Holyoke youth. Since the Leadership
Summit I've experienced life-changing moments that
give me the drive to chase my dreams and to keep
working with others to provide change for our future.
I’ve done so many things in such a short amount of
time. Everything I’ve worked on and am apart of is
evidence that you can do anything if you put your
mind to it.

Walking around the Massachusetts State Capitol, I
felt a sense of the history. It made me feel really
proud of myself and how far I've come to represent
the youth of my City. It’s only the beginning of the
work I want to do and what I plan to accomplish for
my community and my career.
When I am with the City of Boston's Mayor Youth
Council and see how they work and create their ideas
to make change in their City, it’ll be a learning
experience for me to bring back to my community.
They can give us ideas to construct a plan that fits my
City to provide positive change. We can collaborate
of each other’s ideas and be more productive and
save time. This is an amazing opportunity to
continue my journey of learning how other
communities prepare their youth to become leaders.
From the Summit on Martha's Vineyard to Santa
Cruz, to Providence and Boston.
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